undermine the soft sand levees, toppling spruces.
Try to guess how long ago these trees fell. Some, still
retaining fine branches, came down only within the past few
years. Many fell during the major flood of October 1998. Still
others have been present in the stream for many decades, and
are slowly rotting, half buried in the bottom sediment. Each
decay class offers a different microcommunity of fish-feeding
invertebrates, a different type of overwintering habitat for fry.
Deep pools form downstream of large logs..

8 Large alluvial spruce belt This stretch of the creek was
too far upstream from the confluence and too far downstream
from the Loop Road for loggers to easily access. Here are the
remains of the severely diminished forest of large spruces on
“alluvium” (deposits of streams and rivers). These spruces
reach 3 to 5 feet in diameter. The vigorous understory of
devil’s club (Oplopanax horridum) and salmonberry (Rubus
spectabilis) provides “dessert” to bears seeking salmon.
Although the trees are large, most are only a few centuries
old, dating to the peak of the Little Ice Age. At that time,
migrating outwash channels from the expanded Mendenhall
Glacier (station 11) swept back and forth across the valley,
erasing previous old growth forests and building up an
imperceptibly domed deposit that pressed neigboring Montana
Creek up against
the valley wall.
Such valley-margin
channels are called
“yazoo streams.” This
cramped hydrology is
one reason Montana is so flashy, and also helps to explain the
relative youthfulness of its large-tree forest.
9 Glide reach For 1000 feet below the Loop Road bridge,
Montana Creek is atypically straight and free of down logs.
The bottom lacks complexity. This long glide reach was
“cleaned” during road construction.

At the Mendenhall Loop Road trailhead, there are several
options for the ambitious hiker. Instead of returning southward by the same Lower Montana trail, you can circumnavigate Hill 560, by walking half a mile to the Auke Lake Trail,
thence southeastward on Glacier Highway back to Brotherhood Bridge. Alternatively, turn right (NE) on the loop road,
and work your way via Wren Drive over to the River Road
trailhead of the “Kax” trail. Stations 10 and 11, following,
are on this latter loop.

10 Westside Wetland

From the elevated back loop
road bed, you can look out over the 260-acre sedge-willow
wetland in the crook of the “Y” formed by Montana Creek
and Mendenhall River. In this largest undeveloped portion of
lower Mendenhall Valley, saturated shallow peat overlies fine,
compacted sand and silt deposited at the peak of the Little Ice

Natural History of
Montana Creek
At the glacier’s elbow:
guide to interpretive stations

Montana/Mendenhall chronology
1910 Adolf Knopf geology map, USGS. There was a cabin on

Mendenhall River, just below the Montana confluence. Knopf
didn’t identify it, but it was probably a fish camp, because unlike
most of the cabins he mapped in 1910, no mining trails led to or
from. At this time, “riverbend” was only a right-angle dogleg.
US Navy B&W air photo. This photo shows the texture
of forests that were logged by 1962. They were the tallest, densest spruce stands west of the river. Incision of Montana near its
mouth had lessened the frequency of overbank flooding here.
These patches were better drained than the narrow strip of large
trees framing Montana along its levees upstream, where skunk
cabbage often grows between trees.

1948

USFS B&W air photo. The clearcut patches show on both
sides of Montana Creek. Note also that today’s alder patch in

1962

Age, when the glacier loomed over its terminal moraine. Westside
Wetland–a wildlife hotspot–sees little human traffic.

11 Terminal Moraine This is one of the best places to examine the high, curving ridge formed where Mendenhall Glacier
reached its maximum downvalley position in the mid-1700s. To
visualize Mendenhall Valley at that time, stop off by the Discovery sign again (station 3) on your way back, and check out the
concluding panel in the glaciation sequence. For a brief period,
outwash from the west side of the glacier flowed through the site
of today’s Community Gardens and connected with Montana
Creek, which then flowed opaque with glacial silt.

These interpretive stations on lower Montana Creek are just the
“preface” to the story of this rich watershed. Be sure to check out
other sections of the Montana trails network, farther up-valley.

Brotherhood Park was not then apparent. (In the 1948 photo, it
was grazed and possibly gardened.) It could be that the logging
destabilized the banks, and contributed to bank cutting downstream. Note how much closer the river is to the trail just below
the clearcut, compared to 1948.
USFS true color air photo. In only 22 years, the Montana
second growth had become tall enough that you might not guess
from the photo it was logged. The biggest impact was the Red
Samm borrow pits, across the river from the Montana confluence.
Isolating dikes would soon wash out.

1984

2006 CBJ-commissioned digital air photo mosaic. Prior to
construction of Thunder Mountain High School. River now
flowed through the Red Samm lot. Footbridge now provided
instant access to west side for elementary and high school
students. Neck of the oxbow had almost cut through.
This trail guide is part of a series of interpretive products created
in 2010 for trails on CBJ lands by Discovery Southeast. Other
creations include natural history signs, a summary guide to CBJ
trails and free web products.

Discovery Southeast

Founded in 1989, DSE is a nonprofit organization promoting direct,
hands-on learning from nature through natural science and outdoor
education for youth, adults, and teachers. Discovery naturalists
deepen the bonds between people & nature.
www.discoverysoutheast.org • 463-1500

CBJ Parks & Recreation

The City and Borough of Juneau/Parks & Recreation welcomes
you. Parks & Recreation manages 50 miles of trails and fosters
innovative stewardship of its diverse resources. Collectively, along
with our partners Alaska State Parks, the U.S. Forest Service, Trail
Mix and SAGA, 135 miles of trails are managed--connecting our
community with Juneau’s magnificent landscape.
We hope you have a great experience on your trails. Take only
memories, leave only footprints. Call Parks & Recreation at
586-5226. • www.juneau.org/parksrec

Richard
Carstensen

Discovery
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continued, flip side

7 Large woody debris Lower and middle
Montana Creek has exceptional abundance of large
down trees in the channel. This may be related to
the stream’s “flashy” hydrology, prone to frequent
over-bank floods and high-velocity flows that

6 Second growth Here, you are at the upper
end of a 30-acre clearcut dating to the late 1950s
or early 60s. It shows most clearly on the 1962
aerial photo, flip side. Extent of the cut is indicated
by a pink line on the adjacent 2006 image. Tree
regrowth here has been fairly rapid on the nutrientrich stream sediments. Compare to the size and
spacing of the old, cut stumps; this was a majestic
forest of large spruces.

5 Burls, blowdown Large burls
are found on a number of young
spruce trees in the Montana corridor. Burl formation is a cancer-like
response to various stressors, such
as insect or fungal infestation.
On the upland slope to the
west, notice that tree dominance
shifts from Sitka spruce (Picea
sitchensis) to western hemlock
(Tsuga heterophylla). Same-size
trees indicate an even-aged-forest
responding to a stand-replacing disturbance. This
forest was blown down by a severe, 3-day gale
in February, 1883. Extent of this “wind forest” is
detectable on the air photo by its smooth texture of
tightly packed, small tree crowns.

4 Montana Creek bridge While small compared
to the Mendenhall, Montana Creek is one of
Juneau’s largest non-glacial streams. In this final
reach above the confluence, the broad channel
allows sunlight to reach the banks, promoting a red
alder belt that contributes nitrogen-rich litter to the
aquatic community.
Downstream from this bridge, an ancient,
basketry-style fish trap was unearthed from the
mud banks in 1989. When it was actively fishing,
500 to 700 years ago, Mendenhall River did not
exist, and Montana Creek probably
flowed directly to the sea.

3 Discovery sign This sign is a good place to get
oriented to the glacial history, hydrology, habitat
succession, and wildlife values of the Montana/
McGinnis watershed. The footbridge connecting
“Kax” trail to Dimond Park provides an elevated
view of dynamic Mendenhall River (historical
series, flip side).

2 Alder stand Ring counts in this red alder stand
(Alnus rubra) indicate the slow-growing trees
were present in the 1950s, although they were too
small to see on the 1962 aerial, flip side. Red alder
patches are uncommon in uplift meadow because
the featherweight, winged alder seeds have a tough
time reaching mineral soil through the lush herbs
and mosses. Alders in coastal meadows usually
indicate some kind of human disturbance–in this
case probably a combination of grazing and gardening. A thick understory of elderberry (Sambucus
racemosa) and lady fern (Athyrium felix-femina)
adds to the uniqueness of this forest, attracting
unusual species such as downy woodpecker and
warbling vireo.

1 Uplift meadow Two centuries ago this meadow
was a tidal marsh. The land is now rising at about
0.5 inches per year, replacing salt-tolerant sedges
(Carex lyngbyei) with a diverse assemblage including fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium), cow parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) and wild iris (Iris setosa).
Mendenhall River is rapidly incising down
through its flood-plain deposits. This began in
the early 1900s when the glacier uncovered
Mendenhall Lake, which then served as a
sediment trap. Downcutting of the river causes a
corresponding incision of Montana Creek, but not
nearly so rapidly or extensively.

Interpretive stations are marked by numbered posts
along Kaxdigoowu Heen Dei and Lower Montana
Trail, and by red dots on this aerial photo. Additional stations 10 and 11 are on the Mendenhall
Loop Road and “Kax” trailhead at River Road.

Numbered stations

